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DAILY MESSAGE OF CHRIST JESUS, TRANSMITTED TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS

I rejoice by seeing that My followers make an effort to be united and gathered in My name.

For those who in these times are losing the faith and the trust in My Plan of Rescue I say: may each
one of you take your own cross and follow me through the path that I am silently tracing for the
souls.

Now some of My followers are found almost on the top of the Calvary, prepared to transcend the
last stretch of the battle that overwhelms them, that tires them and that takes out from them the
necessary force, wanting to make them give up following Me until the end.

The path of Glory will not be for many yet, but My Mercy is so kind that I will be able to advance
those who are many steps behind. I come today to you to give you My Encouragement, My
Aspiration, My Comfort.  By now there is nothing more important, My dears, than to move on
without looking backwards, leaving to the side the mistakes, the anger and the misunderstandings.

Allow one more time that My universal rays transform you and purify you so that shining like a new
pearl I may give you crystalline and pure to the hands of My Father. There is nothing to do
anymore, there is nothing to look backwards to.  I know you so much that I know what it is that you
need in each second of your lives.

It is not the moment to allow yourself to lower the arms nor to rest, as if it were normal times,
because the battle still has not begun. Be transparent like water and crystalline like rain so that
nothing may dirty you, nothing that comes from this world. Try to be united to My purpose, leave
behind the ideas that exalt you, it is the moment of being as empty as a new wineskin, so that My
New and Transfiguring Blood may consecrate you as servers of My message.

Dears, it is time to sustain with fervor the torch of faith and of light, do not allow the enemy to
awaken astute disagreements between your hearts, and be attentive to the only and lasts signs that
My Heart will pronounce in a short time. Above all things My Paternal Spirit sustains you in
impossible times and in irreversible situations.

Those who are willing to follow me, that follow me and renovate themselves with Me day by day in
the infinite faith of the heart, I am at your side without rest, I wait ardently for the new Apostles.

Under the Glory of God, be blessed.

Thank you for guarding and meditating My words from the heart!

Christ Jesus, the Redeemer.


